Deliveroo

case study | food and beverage

Food courier uses MBTI type to
help teams work better

A food courier company staffed by youthful,
ambitious employees recognizes that the
composition of its teams changes quickly.
People come and go, and work different shifts
too. How can the company help the office staff
in its Amsterdam office work efficiently while
undergoing frequent changes?
The Dutch office of Deliveroo is characterized as young, fast-growing
and dynamic. It’s an organization where many ambitious young
professionals work. On average, the employees are 27–28 years old
and the composition of the teams often changes.
“In our on-the-go culture, we noticed that we needed to do
something about development within the teams,” said Merel Soree,
HR Business Partner at Deliveroo. “We wanted more awareness
around the question of, ‘Who do I now work with all day? What’s
going on in their lives? How can we work better together?

Business Challenges

--Creating efficiency when
teams change quickly

--Helping employees get to
know their teammates

--Building team spirit in a fastmoving industry

Company Profile
Deliveroo is an online food
courier company founded
in London in 2013. It uses
bicycle and motorbike/
motor scooter couriers to
deliver food orders from
restaurants to customers.
Deliveroo is now active in
14 markets with more than
60,000 riders delivering
orders from 80,000
restaurants in more than
500 cities worldwide.
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Solution
Kirsten Hexspoor, owner of Hexspoor Training & Coaching and
Associate Trainer/Consultant at The Myers-Briggs Company,
developed an MBTI-based personal and team development
program for employees at the head office in Amsterdam.
The program aimed to give people more self-awareness and to
help them better understand colleagues so that collaboration is
optimized in rapidly changing teams.
The participants first worked on themselves. With MBTI Step I,
participants gained insight into their preferences, personal style and
development needs. They discovered which of the 16 MBTI types
they recognized in themselves the most, and they got the chance to
share this with their team.
Then they examined team type and team interactions. For this,
Hexspoor used the MBTI Step II questionnaire to deliver a more
in-depth MBTI workshop.
“People who had doubts about their MBTI type found Step II
particularly enlightening,” says Hexspoor. “The extra facets gave
them more insight into what they recognized in themselves earlier.
In this workshop we looked in more detail at the individual dynamics
within personality types: How does my MBTI type express itself to
me? What is ‘natural’ and what has been learned or influenced by
environmental factors?”

Solution

--MBTI Step I and Step II

training to improve selfawareness

--Team type session to

explore team interactions

--Practical linking of MBTI

findings to a current team
topic

The biggest
conclusion is
that people suddenly
understand how
people are and what
they are really like,
and that was definitely
not always
the case
before.
Pleuni de Zeeuw,
Head of Rider Experience

For the team, we again looked at the team distribution on the facets
and how people can build a bridge to each other. During the Step II
team session, Hexspoor worked at Deliveroo with buddy pairs. She
let the participants coach each other, based on their personal MBTI
Step II report.
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This worked very well, giving participants insights into each other
and the opportunity to help each other in personal development: “Is
that your blind spot? But that is my strength! I’m going to help you
with that.”
Finally, Hexspoor linked the Step II results to a topic that is
currently ‘live’ for each team – for example, communication, conflict
management, change management or decision making.

Results

Results

--Greater awareness of

strengths and blind spots

--Better understanding

of others has improved
collaboration

--Positive response to

embedding MBTI language
across the business

The MBTI sessions have been very positively received by the staff at
Deliveroo.
“The biggest conclusion is that people suddenly understand what
people are like and how they really are, and that was definitely
not always the case before,” said Pleuni de Zeeuw, Head of Rider
Experience at Deliveroo. “There were very clear opinions on the lines
of ‘I don’t like this’ or ‘this doesn’t work’. There is now much more
understanding for colleagues who see things differently.”
The Sensing–Intuition exercise was an eye-opener and caused a
change of mind within de Zeeuw’s team. People are now much more
aware that they can adjust behavior to work better together. It’s a
layer of self-awareness that they really felt with the MBTI tool.
“For example, one team member has adjusted the way he pitches
an idea,” said de Zeeuw. “Previously, he didn’t really get to know his
creative, conceptual thinking colleagues, because he got bogged
down in the specific details. Now he stands up and pitches his ideas
in a very enthusiastic way. You can see that it worked. His colleagues
were much more interested than usual and started asking him
questions. That was super cool to see.”
One of the other results is that people are changing and adapting
their work environment. For example, quiet spots have recently
been created. “We actually outgrew our building on Keizersgracht,”
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says Soree. “Many people with an Extraversion preference working in small
spaces has an impact on people with an Introversion preference.”
Soree and de Zeeuw have the ambition to make the MBTI framework a
common language within Deliveroo.
“I think it would be cool if we applied it even more in the business,” said Soree.
“For example, I see a lot of added value when people of different types go on
customer calls with each other so that they can complement each other.”
The MBTI framework is already very much alive in de Zeeuw’s team. The type
table hangs on the door with all the names in it. Each month, during a joint
meeting, a team member discusses a work situation based on his/her MBTI
preferences and then addresses questions such as: “What could someone do
to help you? What should they not do?”
“As a result, at Deliveroo’s people are much more aware of their strengths and
pitfalls,” de Zeeuw adds, “and team collaboration has become much better.
MBTI is a real success for our organization.”
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ABOUT THE MYERS-BRIGGS® COMPANY
In our fast-changing world, your edge lies in harnessing 100 percent of your talent – whether you’re at
work, home, college, or anywhere in between. Your success and sense of fulfilment aren’t just about what
you know and what you can do, they hinge on your relationships and interactions with others. The MyersBriggs Company empowers individuals to be the best versions of themselves by enriching self-awareness
and their understanding of others.
We help organizations around the world improve teamwork and collaboration, develop inspirational
leaders, foster diversity, and solve their most complex people challenges.
As a Certified B Corporation®, The Myers-Briggs Company is a force for good. Our powerfully practical
solutions are grounded in a deep understanding of the significant social and technological trends that
affect people and organizations.
With over 60 years in assessment development and publishing, and over 30 years of consultancy and
training expertise, a global network of offices, partners and certified independent consultants in 115
countries, products in 29 languages, and experience working with 88 of the Fortune 100 companies, we’re
ready to help you succeed.

Let’s make a difference together.
Talk to us today to see how.
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